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The present Invention relates to an Inhaler for the
administration of aodicamenta, for example froa pressurised
containers such as aerosol cans, or froa a dry powder
medicament dispensing device.

Medicament administration inhalers are known in which e
metering device is incorporated in order to dispense a metered

dose of medicament froa a pressurised container.

Certain difficulties have been recognised with sons known
fores of inhaler. For example it is necessary for a patient
to ensure that the dose of medication is dispensed et the sane
tiae that the patient inhales sir. Zf the Dedication dose is
dispensed whilst the patient is exhaling then the patient will
not receive any eedieatien or only a partial eaount of
Dedication.

It has also baen proposed to provide an inhaler in which
the Dedication dose is dispensed automatically when the
patient inhales. Such inhalera incorporate a neater which can
nova in response to a pressure differential caused by a

patient inhaling. The movement of the aeaber operates a-

aechanisa to apply a force to the pressurised container.

EP-O.043,419 utilises a latching arrangeaent in which a

rigid over-centre aechanisa is uaad to support the letch
fingers. Tha aechanisn geoaetry creates the locking action to
be released by aovenent of a breath-actuated piston. In
practice an over-centre mechanism would be required to ensure
proper operation of osss produced devices. Bowever this
increases tha force required to fire the device end reduces
its sensitivity. If an in-line aechanisa is adopted, as
illustrated, extremely snail tolerances would be required to
ensure consistency of operation of mass produced devices.
This would lead to high manufacturing and assembly costs.

Moreover this structure is relatively complicated Involving a

considerable nuaber of components. GB~l,i?0.272 utilises a

foro of breath-actuated over-centre releaae aechanisa.

US-S, 133,343 and US-4,B03,978 utilizes a pivotal thrust

plate having a can provided on an axle thereof, which is

latched by a rocker era. A breath actuated vane releases the

rocker arm froa the can oa inhalation. It is relatively

difficult to produce a particularly sensitive actuating device

with this construction. A siailar construction Is illustrated

in OT-2, 204,799 or US-3, 119, 806.

wo-85/oibbo utilites a relatively coopliceted latching

aechanisa released by a pivotslly counted vane located in the

aouthpiece of the device. Once again it is relatively

difficult to produce a particularly sensitive release

aechanisa with this construction. Location of tha aechanisa

near the aouthpiece is less desirable because any pises which

breaks off during use could be inhaled.

CB-l. 269,354; CB-1 ,269,811; GB-1.288,971; CB-1, 297,993;

CB-1, 335,378 and CB-1,363, 761 disclose relatively complicated

release aechanlsaa located in coapartaenta located alongside

the chamber for receiving the aerosol can. which inereaeea the

bulk of the devices.

The present invention seeks to provide en iaproved

medication administration inhaler in which tha aedication dose

is edainistared as the patient inhales.

The present invention also seeks to provide an inhaler in

which the actuating aechanisa is less reliant on small

diaensional tolerances and is significantly simpler to

Accordingly the present invention provides an actuator

for use with e aedlcaaent dispensing device having a housing

for receiving a medicament delivery system which can bo

operated by the actuator to deliver doses of aedicaaent, end

a nozsle through which doses of aedicaaent are Inhaled in use,

the actuator comprising a body part containing at least one

means for applying a force, or a cumulative force, to the

medicament delivery system sufficient to cause delivery

therefrom of a dose of medicament; releasable restraining

aeans for restraining the, or at least one of the, force

applying aeans to prevent application of e force, or
cumulative force, to the aedicaaent delivery system sufficient
to deliver a dose of aedicaaent, the restraining means
including a latching device acting between the, or said one.

force applying aeans and said body pert, end having a latching
part which is aovable generally transversely of the line of
action of eaid force, between an engaged condition in which
the restraining means restrains said force as aforesaid end e

disengaged condition in which the restraining means Is

released with the latching part being biassed towards said
disengaged position; and breath actuated control means for the

restraining aeans, said control aeans being aounted in the
body part far movement, under the influence of a reduced
pressure acting thereon caused by Inhalation at the nozsle,
between a first position in which it blocks movement of said
latching pert to maintain it in said engaged condition, end.

oa the application thereto of aald reduced pressure, s second
position In which it disengages from, end moves clear of the
path of movement of, the 1etching part allowing the latching
part to move to said disengaged condition to release said
restraining aeans.

Said control Beans preferably comprises a aamber, e.g., a
plate, e piston or a membrane, aounted in said body part for
movement generally along the line of action of said force,

under the Influence of said reduced pressure.

Said latching pert nay be engageeble with an abutment
provided on said body part in aald engaged condition thereof.

Said latching part and said abutment may have cooperating
abutment surfaces which are set at an angle to the line of
action of aald force so as to cause aovenent of the latching
pert to said disengaged condition under the action of said
force applying means on release of sold control means.

Tha piston nay include blessing aeans bieasing it towards
said first position.

In some eabodlments. there nay be provided a first force
applying oeana for applying a preload to the aedicaaent

delivery system which is insufficient to cause delivery

therefrom of a dose of aedicaaent, and a second force applying

mmm which is restrained by said releosable restraining

aeans, said first and second force applying means being

capable of applying a cumulative force to said aedicaaent

delivery system, on release of said restraining means,

sufficient to cause discharge therefrom of a dose of

The latching device amy be integral with a thrust aeaber.

on. which said one force applying means acts, said thrust

aeaber together with the latching device being aovafaly aounted

in said body pert for movement generally along the line of

action of said force, when said latching part is moved to said

disengaged condition thereof.

The latching part may be resilient to ellow aovament

thereof between aaid engaged end disengaged conditions

thereof.

The invention elso provides en Inhaler having a generally

tubular bousing for receiving e medicament delivery system,

end e not. la which coanunicotes with one end of the bousing

and through which doses of medicament ere inhaled in use, and

an actuator according to the invention for actuating a

medicament delivery system located in use in said housing to

deliver doses of medicament for inhalation at the nozsle.

The body part of the actuator may comprise e cap located

at tha other end of tha bousing.

The cap may be fixed with respect to, or integral with,

said boosing.

In some eabodlments. engageable abutment means may be

provided between said control aeans and said latching part,

and resilient engagement aeans may be provided for releaaebly

engaging said control means with a part of said cap. during

resetting of the actuator.

The cap may be omvably aounted on the housing, for

secting and resetting the actuator, tngagaable abutment means

may be provided between the cap and said control means and

between said control neons end said latching part for



•tting the actuator when the cap is lifted with rup«ct to

the housing.

In other eabodinents, there nay be provided a novobio
portion mounted on the cap and operable to depress en internal
axially novable oeaber within the housing in order to expose
inlet air boles in that saber , end to set the actuator.

The present invention will now be sore particularly
described with reference to the eceocpenylng drawings in

which:

Figure 1 shows an exploded perspective view of one foro
of actuator according to the present invention;

Figures 2A to 2C show details of the actuator shown in
Figure 1 in three positions of operation;

Figures 1A to 3C show a second forn of actuator according
to the present invention in three positions of operation;

Figure 4 shows e portion of the actuator shown in figures 3a to

le in greater deteil;

Figures 3a to 5c show a third fern of actuator according to the

present invention in three stages of operation;

Figure 6 shows an exploded perspective view of e fourth forn of

actuator according to the present invention;

Figures 7a to 7e show the actuator

positions of operation;

shown in figure 6 in five

Figure 9 shows a fifth fern of actuator

invention; and

rding to the present

Figures 9a to 9c ahow the actuator shown in figure 6 in three

positions of operation.

Referring to figures l and 2a to 2e there is shown an actuator

for an aerosol can. The actuator is a self contained unit which

is intended to be fitted on top of a housing (10) of e catered

dose inhaler which contains an aerosol can (12). and has at its

lower end a south piece (14) on which is hingedly nounted e cep

(16) . in use sedicanent is inhaled in en air atrean through the

south piece (l*) end the cap (16) opens and closes access to the

south piece •

7 -
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The actuator cesprises e cylindrical latch device (19) which is

generally cop shaped having e downwardly open south (20) which

receives en upper portion of the aerosol can (12) . A series of

four circunferentlally spaced resilient latching aeebere (22) axe

integrally Corned on the cup nenber together with en upwardly

projecting hollow boss (24).

The resilient latch sesbars (22) have a T-shaped bead portion

(22A) with a retaining rib (22B) famed on the upper surface

thereof.

The actuator further eeaprlsea a piston neaber (26) having an

annular upper portion (26A) which generally fits within a cep

(29) which is attached to the housing (10). The cap (29) has air

inlet apertures (30) which caanunicate with a cylindrical chanber

(32) within the cap and in which the piston (26) ie located.

The piston (26) has an annular depending portion (26B) provided

towards its lower end with en annular flange (26C) having a

rounded rin (260) for co-operating with the head portions (22B)

of the resilient latch oenhers (22).

The piston (26) else has en inner circular wall (26E) which

teroinates in a resilient lion (26F) having e pip <26G) et its

free end for engaging in a depression (3t) forced In en annular

boss (16) provided on the undtrsida of tha cap (29).

The wall of the bousing (30) 1» provided with sn internal annuler

ebutaent (39) for engaging with the heed portions (22A) of the

letch neabers (22).

The cup shaped latching device "(19) i» provided with e pair of

elongate depending legs (40.42) which engage with cans (44) end

<46) on the cap (16). The cans (44, 46) are positioned

eccentrically with respect to the axes of the cep (16)

.

A driving spring (49) ecte between the eep (29) end the latching

device (19) and is of sufficient etrength to cove the aerosol can

(12) exielly by a sufficient enount to open the aerosol con valve

in order to release a dose or oedicanent into an air strean

inhaled in use through the south piece (14).

The operation of the actuator will now be

reference to figures 2s to 2e.

described with

Figure 2a shows the -set- position of the device ready for

releese of a dose of oedlceaent when an air screen Is inhaled

through the south piece (14). In this position the resilient

heed portions (22a) of the latch nenbers (22) ere engeged with

the annuler ebutnent (39) on the wall of the housing (10) end ere

held in this position by the rounded rin (26D) of the annular

flange (26C) of the piston (26).
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The piston (26) Is located towards the lower end of the chamber

(33) sad is Maintained in this position by frictions 1 engagement

between tha rounded rim <26D) of ths flange (26C) and the co-

operating surface of the head portions (22a) (338) of the latch

osnbero (33). This frictlonal engagement which maintains the

piston (38) from dropping is achieved by selecting suitable

angles for the co-opereting surfaces between ths latch member

head portions (23a) and the upper surface of the abutment (30),

and bstveen the rounded rim (360) of the flange (26C) on the

piston (20) and the juxta posed surfaces of ths latch member

heeds (228).

Ths angles of these co-operating stirfaces ere selected in

accordance with the friction co-efficients of the surfaces of the

meabers concerned so that the piaton doss not move in this

position, with ths latch device (10) held in the position shown

in figure 2A by the engagement of the head portions (22A) of the

latch members (23) with the upper end of the housing wall (10).

the firing spring (48) le held sufficiently coapreseed to ensure

that the valve of the aerosol can (13) is not opened in this

condition.

when an air atreen is inhaled through the bousing south piece

(1«). air flows through the inlets (30) and a pressure drop is

experienced across the piston (28) so that it is moved

downwardly to release the frictionel sngageaent between the

flange (2&C) end head portions (32A) of the resilient latch

members (23) to bring the device into ths "fired" condition shown

in figure 2b. In this condition, the latch membere (22) ere now

free to move resilicntly inwardly and out of engagement with the
e>

abutment (38) on the wall of the housing (10). Thie allows the

latch member (18) to bs moved downwardly by tha fixing spring

(48) which causes axial depression of the aerosol can (12) .
This

results in opening of the valve of the aerosol can to dispense

e dose of medicament into the inhaled air stream in the mouth

piece (14).

In order to bring the device into the reset position es shown in

figure 2C, the mouth piece cover (18) is closed by rotation

causing rotation of ths cans (44) and (48) which lifts tha

latching device (18) by means of the legs (40) and (42) thereby

compressing the firing spring (48) until the piston (28) is

connected to the cap (28) by resilient engagement of the pips

(26G) in ths depressions (34) formed in the boss (36). This is

caused by engagement of the base of the latch member (18) with

e downwardly depending edge provided on the piaton flange (26B)

.

Tha devlcs is "est- by again opening the mouth place eovsr (16)

whereby the latch device (18) is driven downwardly by the firing

spring (48) until the ribs (22A) on the latching members (22)

engage the abutment (38) on the wall of the housing (10), pulling

the piston downwardly with respect to the cap (28) with
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disengagement of the resilient fingers (287) from the depressions

(34) in the boss (36). The device is then in the "set" position

shown in figure 2A for a further operation thereof.

Modifications of this embodiment are possible, for example the

mouth piece (14) may be formed la line with the actual direction

of the bousing body (10) rather than at an angle crane thereto

is shown in figure 1.

Furthsr*ore the actuator mechanism could ba located at the bottom

of the housing (10) so that the latching device (18) acts to

support the underside of the eerosol can in its latched condition

egalnst the action of the firing spring (46).

Referring now to figures 3A to 3C end figure a, there is shown

e second embodiment of an action actuator which is sinilax to

that shown in the flret embodiment. This actuator is

incorporated into the structure of the inhaler housing (10)

provided with e pivotal ly mounted cover (16) for opening and

closing access to the mouth piece (14) of the inhaler.

Generally the construction of ths setnator is very sioilar to

that shown io the first embodiment and the same reference

numerals will be used for similar parts. The following

description win be restricted generally to the distinctions

between the two embed ieents.

The cap (28) ie

intermediate alee

per f orris the

embodiment

•

attached to the container (10) by meana of an

v* (SO) to create an ennuiar shoulder (52) which

function es the abutment (38) In the first

The resilient latch membere (22) have a corresponding shoulder

(22C) end e head portion (220) formed with s recess (22E) which

co-operates with the rim (26D) of the piston flange (26C)

.

inclined planae of contact are formed between the feesa (22C) and

the shoulder (50), and the rim (260) end the recesses (220) es

viii be described with reference to figure 4.

In this embodiment three springs are provided naaely a piston

spring (54) located between the piston (26) and the upper surfece

of ths latching device (16) end he firing spring (48A and 486)

which extend between the cap (28) and the upper surfece of the

latching devlcs (18), in a similar manner to that described with

reference to the first embodloent. As will be described the

spring (34) urges the piston (26) in en upward direction in order

to engage the rim (260) of the flange (26C) in the recesses (22C)

of the latching membere (23).

The latching device (18) is capsble of limited axial movement

with respect to the housing (10). The movement is limited by

means of a pin (56) which extends through the wall of the
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bousing, end engages a slot (58) formed in the cylindrical wall

or tha latching devica (16).

Tha devica is shown in the •closed" position in figure 3 A and tha
e

cap (16) la closed, The lover ends of the legs (40) (42) are In

contact with the aurfaces of the cans (44) (46) which positions

the latching device (11) ouch that the surfaces (22C) on the

latching aeabers (22) are spaced from the surface (52) and tha

ria (26D) of tha piston flangs (2(C) is disengaged froa the

recesses (22E) on the latching members (22). This latter

position of ths piston (26) is achlsved by tha spring (54) urging

tha piston upwardly into engagement with tha under surface of the

cap (28), and the force of the firing springs (4BA) , 488) is

reacted by the contact between the legs (40, 42) and the cans

(44, 46).

Referring to figure 4 in particular it will be seen that a

clrcuBferentlelly extending annular plane of contact exists

between the surfaces (22C) on the latching oenbers (22) and tha

shoulder (52). This plane of contact Is inclined et en angle of

6' to the horizontal. A similar plane of contact, inclined et 6*

to the vortical also exists between the contact surface on the

head portions (220) and ths rounded rim (260) on the flange (26C0

of the piston (24).

In order to bring the device in the -set- position shown in
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the latching device (18) and thus tha aerosol can is Halted by

contact between the legs (40, 42) and the cans (44, 46).

The sits of the reactions depend upon the angles between tha

coapenents end the co-efficonts of friction. The forces can be

calculated and optiaised so the effects of diaensional variations

are oinimired. and effects of variations of co-efficients of friction are

oiniaized. In the present designs, the Interface ancles are about 6° as has

been described and the co-efficient of friction between the

components is about 0.075. These values can be achieved using

polytetrafluoro ethylene (PT7E) coated aeetal components, or by

using OTE filled ecetal end PTTE filled nylon.

The device ia returned to the "closed* position as shown in

figure 3A by rotation of the cap |16) and the engagenent of the -

legs (40) (44) with the cans (44) (46) on the cover cap (16).

By this engagenent the latching device (18) win be aoved

upwardly forcing the latching aesbera (18) into tha position

shown in figure 1* end compressing the firing springs (48A 488)

and allowing the spring (54) to urge the piston (26) Into contact

with the under surface of the cap (21).

It will be appreciated thet the reaction of the load exerted by

the firing springs (4&A). (4BB) at the interface between the

surfaces (22C) on ths latch oenbers (22) and the shoulder (52)

on the body (io) results in a force urging the latch aeabero (22)

figure 3B the cover cap (16) is rotated which allows tha latching

device (18) to cove downwardly so that tha surfaces (22C) on the

latching members (22) engage the annular surface (52) on the wall

of the housing (10) and the ria (26D) of the piston flange (26C)
m

engages in the recesses (22E) of ths latching Benbers (22), es

the spring (54) aaintains the piston (26) in contact with the

undersurface of the cap (28) . Thus the downward covesent of the

latching device (18) causes the heads (22D) of the latching

oenbers (22) to contact the annular rift (260) of the piston

flange (26C) . The legs (40, 42) ere no longer in contact with the

cans (44, 46) and the force of the firing springs ,(48A, 48B) i»

• reacted at the contact plane between the surfeees (22C0 and the

ria (52).

The device is in the "fired" position es shown in figure 3c.

Upon the application of inhalation to tha mouth piece (14) air

will flow through the Inlets (20) and there will be a pressure

drop across tha piston (26). The piston will be caused to oove

downwardly against the force of the spring (54) and the ria (26D)

of the piston flange (26C) will disengegs froa the recesses (22B)

allowing latching acabere (22C) to aove inwardly and disengage

froa the annular surface (32). The firing spring, (48A, 48B)

will then operate to force the latching device (18) together with

the aerosol can (12) downwardly thereby opening the valve of the

aerosol can and delivering a dose of eedicanent into the inhaled

air stream through the mouth piece (14). The downward notion of
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inwardly. A force ia thus exerted on the piston (26), and is

reacted at the interface between the recesses (22C) end the run

(26D) on the piston (26). A downwards force is thereby exerted

in the piston (26) which is reacted by the piston spring (54).

Referring now to figures 5A to 5C there is shown s third

eshodlaent of en actuator which is similar to that shown in the

second embodiment. The construction of the actuator is generally

very similar to that shown in the second embodiment and the same

reference nunerels will be used for similar parts. Xn this

arrangement the upper cap of the device is modified to provide

s function similar to that provided by rotation of the cover caps

(16) in the previous embodiments.

Referring to figures 5A to 5C which show the "closed*, -set* and

•fired" positions of the device respectively, the device includes

an internally mounted axially movable cap (56) provided with air

inleta (SB) and being in sliding engagenent with the internal

walls of ths bousing (10)

.

The device has s lever (60) which is secured to the housing (10)

to which is attached e plunger (62) eagegeeble with the internal

bore of e boss (64) attached centrally to the base of the

latching device (18). The lower end of the boss (6a) beers

against the bottom of the aerosol can (12) and the boss (64) has

an annular shoulder (66) against which the lower end of the



fixing spring (48B) bears. The upper end ef this spring and the

upper end of ths spring (48A) bearing against the under surface

of the axially movable cap (96) . The lever and ef the spring (48)

bears against the upper surface of the latching member (18) in

ft similar Banner to that described with reference to the previous

enbodlnent.

Referring to figure SA which shows the device in the •closed'* the

lever (60) is in ths closed position and the axially aoveablo cap

eenber (58) is urged against the undersurfece of the fixed cap

by ths firing springs and the spring (54) urges the piston (26)

la an upward direction so that the rim (260) ef the piston flange

(26C) engages with the recesses (33B) In the heads (220) of the

latch meabers (22)

.

The force of the firing springs (40*. 4B8) is

engageaenta of the plunger (62) with the boos (64).

reacted by

in order to bring the device into the "set" position as shown in

figure SB the lever (60) is pivoted so that one end of the lever

bears against the upper surface of the axially cap meaber (56)

and urges the cap aeaber (56) downwardly within the bousing (10)

thereby opening up the air inlets (58) and loading the firing

springs (48A) and (48B). As the plunger (62) is disengaged from

the boss (64), the force of the firing springs (48, 48B) is now

reacted at the contact plane between the surfaces (22C) and the

shoulder (52).

upon inhalation through the mouth piece (14) air is drawn through

the air inlets (58) and causes a pressure drop across the piston
e>

(26) . The piston aoves downwardly against the force of the spring

(54) so that the rib (260) of the piston flange (26C) is

disengaged froa the recesses (22t) allowing the latch members

(22) to novo inwardly disengaging the surfaces (22C) froa the

annular shoulder (52). The firing •prings (48A) and (48B)

operate thereby forcing the aerosol cen (12) downwardly and

opening the aerosol can valve in order to dispense s aedicaaent

dose into the air being Inhaled through the oouth piece (14).

In order to restore the device to the closed position (fig. SA)

the lever (16) is returned to the position shown in figure SA and

the firing springs (4BA) and (48B) move the cap (56) upwardly 80

that it engages ths under surface of the f ixad cap and the spring

(54) operates to novo the piston (26) upwardly so that the rla

(26D) of the piston flange (26C) engages the recesses (22f) In

the latching oeabers (22) thereby forcing the letch members

outwardly in order to engage the shoulder (I2C) with the surface

(52).

Figure* 6 and 7A to 7E illustrate a fourth eabodiaent of a self-

contained actuator for location on an inhaler housing containing

an aerosol can.
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The cap (28) has a relatively shallow internal annular recess

(70) which in turn hae a relatively deep narrower internal recess

(72) disposed centrally thereof. The lower edge of the

cylindrical wall of the cap (28) has an annular flange (74) which

la in the rest position (figure 7A) engages an annular ehutment

(76) en the wall of the housing. An annular washer (78) is

engaged at its periphery for sliding aoveaent in the relatively

deep recess (72) in the internal cap wall. A firing spring (80)

acts between the upper end of the relatively shallow recess (70)

in the cap wall end the washer (78). A return spring (82) acts

between the abutment (76) and the washer (78).

A latching asseably (84) is mounted at the upper end of the

housing wall. The latching asseably (64) coaprises a pivotally

mounted latch device having an upwardly projecting latch oeaber

(86) and formed integrally therewith a bifurcated aeaber (88)

Corned at the free end of its llabs with a pair of trunnions (90)

which are oovable in arcuate slots (92) forced in the upper edge

of the housing wall. The latching assessly (84) can therefore

pivot between a position in which the latch aeaber (86) is

generally upright with the trunnions at the upper ends of slots

(92) to e position In which the latch aeaber (66) is directed

radially inwardly of the bousing wall with the trunnions (90) at
the lower ends or slots (93). The latching asseably also

coaprises en upstanding reaction blocs (9a) projecting upwardly

of the end of the housing wall (10) et a position dieaetrlcelly

opposite that of the pivotally mounted latch (86)

The assembly also coaprises a piston (96) having an upper annular

portion encircling a downwardly depending boss (98) provided

centrally on the base portion of the cap (38), and a lower

annular portion (100) secured to the upper portion by a

cylindrical connecting wall portion (103). At diametrically

opposed locations on the connecting wall, a pair of parallel

channels (104) are formed to contain therein balls (106).

The washer (78) is located to engage the upper surfaces of the

trunnions (90) (not es shown in figure 6 where the washer is

illustrated beneath the trunnions). Ths firing spring (80)

therefore acts on the washer (78) tending to aove the trunnions

(90) downwardly in the slots (104). However this Is not possible

in the •R£ST* position shown in figure 7A where the balls (106)

on the piston (96) bloc* inward rotation of the latch meaber (86)

and therefore prevent the trunnion asseably froa pivoting

downwardly under the action of the firing spring. In this •REST"

position the cap (28) la urged upwardly by the return spring (82)

which acts between the washer (78) and the abutment (74) on the

housing wall.

To bring the dsvlce Into the •OOCMO- position as shown In figure

7B, the cap (28) Is aanaaUy depressed. However owing to the

C fictional engagement between the letch aeaber (14) and the cc-
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operating ball (1M) ( the piston (96) remains in its alavoted

position. On inhalation through the mouthpiece (14), ths piston

(96) is moved downwardly to diaengega ths balls (ios) fros the

latch (86) as illustrated in figure 7C. Ths device io then
#

brought into ths -TUUDm condition In which ths firing spring

(00) is then free to act on ths washer <?0) thereby driving the

trunnions (90) downwardly In ths slots (93) end at the sane ties

engaging tha bass of ths asrosol can (12) to novo it downwardly

until its valve is opened thereby discharging a doss of

sedicaaant. with ths piston (96) in its lowered position, the

respectivs ball (106) is than aoved nearer to ths pivot point of

ths latch samber (86) so that It Is clear of the head portion of

ths latch member which can than pivot inwardly as shown in figure

3D.

The reaction post (94) acting on the other balls (106) provides

s thrust surface which enables the device to regain in its

COCKED* position as shown in figure 7B with the required

frictional engagement then acting between the head portion of the

latch member (86) and its co-operating ball (106) until

Inhalation at the mouthpiece (14) takes placs resulting in

discharge of a dose of medicament into the inhaled alrstrean.

After inhalation of a dose of osdicaaent, the device is reset by

releasing the downward pressure on ths cap (28) whereby the

reletively waak return spring (82) can now act on the washer (78)
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is provided with an annular recess (110) and the cylindrical wall

of the cap has an inwardly projecting rib (l«) which engages In

the recess (110) to allow a United sliding covenant of the cap

(28) on the housing (10) whilst retaining ths cap thereon.

The actuator unit further ceaprises e cylindrical latch device

(18) which Is generally cup-shaped having a downwardly open south

and receives therein an upper portion of the aerosol can (12)

.

A series of four cireunfsrentielly spaced resilient latching

Beabers (22) are integrally famed on the cop member together

with a central upwardly projecting hollow boss (24).

The resilient latch osabers (22) have a T-shaped bead portion

(33A) with a retaining rib (2 2D) forced on the upper surface

thereon.

The ectuator farther ceaprises s piston aeaber (26) having an

annuler upper portion (26A) which generally fits within an

annular Internal cylindrical portion (114) foraed within tha cap

(28) around an annular depending wall (116). The air Inlet

apertures (JO) coaaunieate with the cylindrical chaaber (32)

within the cap.

The piston (26) haa an annular depending eection (26B) provided

towards its lower end with en annuler flange (26C) having a

rounded rlo (260) for co-operating with the head portions (330)

to aove the cap (28) upwardly relative to the Inhaler housing

(10) until the abutaent (76) engages the annular pawl (34) at the

end of the cap wall. As the cap (28) novas upwardly under the

action of the spring load acting on the valve of the aerosol can.

it lirts the piston (96) with it as a result of sn engageaent

between an annular internal flange (96A) provided on ths piston

(96) in an elongats annular recess (2BA) foraed In the outer

periphery of the depending boss (98) provided en the cap (28)

.

In this way the actuator is then brought into the "REST" position

shown in Figure 7A of ths device ready for a subsequent actuation

thereof.

A fifth eabodlaent of an actuator for an aerosol can is shown in

figures 9 and figures 9a to 9e. This unit is in ths forn of a

aelf-contained actuator unit which is intended to be fitted on

top of the basic housing of a aetsrsd dose inhaler which contains

sn asrosol can and has at its lover and a nouthpiece through

which medicament is inhaled In an alrstreaa.

Tha ectuator is similar in construction and operation to ths

actuator described above with reference to figures 1 and 2a-3

C

and the saae reference minerals will be used for slnilar parts.

The ectuator unit coaprisss a cap (38) having air inlets (30)

therein. The cap (38) has a cylindrical wall (108) which engages

around the upper portion of the housing wall. The housing wall
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of the resilient latch aeabers (33).

A driving spring (48) sets between the cap (38) and tha latch

device (18) and Is of sufficient strength to aove ths aerosol can

(13) axial ly by a sufficient amount to open the valve thereof to

release a dose of medicament into an alrstrean inhaled in use

through the nouthpiece (14).

The annular Internal wall (114) of the cap (38) is foraed with

an annular retaining pawl (118) at its lover end for contacting

an abutaent (120) foraed on the internal periphery of the piston

(26) at one extreme of relative covenant between those two parts.

The operation of the ectuator will now be described with

rsfsrence to figures 9A to 9C. figure 9A shows ths •SET"

position of the dsviee ready for release of a doss of aedicament

when an alrstreaa Is inhaled through the nouthpiece (14). in

this position, the resilient head portions (33A) of the latch

aeabers (23) are engaged with the upper end of the annular

housing wall end are hald in this position by the rounded ria

(26D) of the annular flange (36C) of the piston (36). The piston

(26) is located at the lower end of the cylindrical chaaber and

ia maintained In this position by a frictional engagement between

the rounded ria (260) of the flange (26C) with the co-operating

surface of the bead portions (23A. 226) of the latch aeabers
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(22), in engagement with Um underside of tha nnountrt ribs off

thoea latch eenbers. Thie frictions 1 engagement which dointains

tha piston fron dropping in this position, is achieved by

selecting suitable angles for tha co-operating surfaces between

the latch member bead portions (22A) and the upper butface of the

housing vail and between the rounded rio (26D) of the piston

flange (26C) and tha juxtoapcsed surfaces of the latch camber

heads (22A) . The angles of these co-operating surfaces are tuned

in accordance with the friction co-efficients of the oeabers

concerned so that the piston (26) does not oove in this position.

With the latch device (IB) held in the position shown in figure

9A by the engagement of the head portions (22A) of the latch

a«abera (22) with the upper end of the housing wail, the firing

spring (48) la bald sufficiently compressed to ensure that the

valve of the aerosol can ia not opened in this condition.

When an airatreaa ia inhaled Into the housing mouthpiece a

pressure drop is experienced across the piston (26) so that it

ia moved downwardly to release the frictlonal engagement between

the rim (2(C) and tha bead portions of the resilient latch

members (22) to bring the device into the "FIRED" condition shown

in figure 9B. In this condition, the latch members (22) are now

free to mov« res11 lently inwardly and out of engagement with tha

upper end of the housing wall. This allows the latch members

(22) to be saved downwardly by the firing spring (48) which

causes axial depression of the aerosol can (12). This resulte in

opening of the valve of the aerosol can to dispense a

medicament into the inhaled airatreaa.

of

After inhalation off a dose of medicament, end release of the cap

member (28) from the original manual force depressing it into the

-SET- position, the firing spring (48) expands causing the cap

(28) to move upwardly relative to the housing. Engagement of the

annular pawl (lie) on the cap with the abutment (120) on the

pieton (28) causes the piston (26) to be lifted as the cap (28)

rlaes. The ennuler flange (26C) on the piston (26) Initially

contacts the under*idea of the head portions (22B) of the latch

members (22) thereby lifting the entire latch assembly, until the

head portions (22A) are above the level of the upper end of the

housing wail. This is caused by expansion of the spring

associated with the valve of the aerosol can (12) which cauaes

the aeroaol can (12) and the latching asaembly (18) mounted

thereon to nova upwardly to bring the latch member head portions

(22A) above the top of the bousing wall. The firing spring (48)

then lifts the piston to splay outwardly the latching members

(22) to engage the underside of the bead portions (22B) and to

bring the underside of the projecting portions (22A) of the ribs

thereof above the upper end of the bousing wall to bring the

assembly Into the "RESET" position shown in figure 9c.

The device la then brought into the "SET" poaition as shown In

figure 9A, by manually depressing the cap (28).
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Advantages of the above described embedinenta are a

significantly simplified construction aa compared to that of
BP-0,04S,419 with a reduction in the number of componente
required. The componente are relatively robust so that they
are lesa likely to break. Moreover the sensitivity of the
devica is relatively easily adjusted by tuning the engagement
angles between the latching fingers and the cooperating
abutment surfaces of the housing cap, and/or by altering the
blessing epring acting on tha control piston.
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1.
' An actuator for uae with a medicament dispensing

device having a bousing for receiving s medicament delivery

systsm which can be operated by the actuator to deliver domes

of medicament, and a nozzle through which doses off medicament

are Inhaled in use, the actuator eomprieing a body part

containing at least one means far applying a force, or o

cumulative force, to the medicament delivery system sufficient

to cause delivery therefrom off a dose off medicament;

raleasabla restraining means for restraining the. or at least

one off the, force applying means to prevent application off a

force, or cumulative force, to the medicament delivery system

aufflcient to deliver a dose of medicament, the restraining

means including a latching device acting between the, ox said

one. force applying moans and aaid body part, and having a

latching part which ia movable generally transversely of the

line off action off said force, between en engaged condition in

which the restraining means restreins said force em aforesaid

and a disengaged condition in which tha restraining means is

relewei with the latching part being biassed towards said

disengaged position; and breath actuated control means for the

restraining means, said control oeans being oounted in the

body pert for movement, under the influence of a reduced

pressure acting thereon caused by inhalation at the noisle,

between a first position in which it blocks movement of said

latching part to maintain it in said engaged condition, and,

on the application thereto of said reduced pressure, e second

position In which it disengages from, and moves clear of the

path of movement of. the latching part allowing the latching

pert to oove to said disengaged condition to release said

restraining means.

2. An actuator according to Claim 1 wherein aaid

control means comprises e member mounted In sold body part for

eoveoent generally along the line of ectlon of aaid force,

under the Influence of said reduced pressure.
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• 3. An actuator according to claim 1 or Claim 2 where Id
Mid latching part is engageable with an abutment provided on
aaid body part in said engaged condition theraof

.

4. An actuator according to Claim 2 wherein said
latching part and said ahutaant hava eooparating abutnant
surfacas which ara sat at an angle to the Una or action of
said force so as to bias the latching part towards said
disengaged condition ondtr the action of said forca applying
Beans

»

5. An actuator according to Claims 2 to 4 wherein the
piston includes Massing Beans blessing it towards said first
position.

6. An actuator according to any one of claims 1-5
including a first force applying Beans for applying a preload
to the medlcaoant delivery system which is insufficient to
cause delivery therefrom of a dose of medicament, and a second
force applying Deans which is restrained by said releaaabla
restraining means, said first and second force applying means
being capable of applying a cumulative force to ssid
medicament delivery system, on release of said restraining,
naans, sufficient to cause discharga therefrom of a dose of
ad1cagent.

7. An actuator according to any one of Clains 1-6
wherein said latching device is integral with a thrust aoabsr,
on which aaid one force applying means acts, said thrust
somber together with the latching device being oovably mounted
in said body part for movement generally along the line of
action of said force, when said latching part Is moved to said
disengaged condition theraof.

B. An actuator according to Claim ? wherein aaid
latching part is resilient to allow movement thereof batvaen
said engaged and disengaged conditions thereof.
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9. An inhaler having a generally tubular housing for

receiving a medicament delivery system, and a noeale which

communicator with one end of the housing and through which

domes of medicament are inhaled in use. end an actuator

according to any one of Claims 1 to 8 for actuating a

medicament delivery system located In use in said housing to

deliver doses of medicament for inhalation at the noxsie.

10. An Inhaler as claimed in Claim 9 wherein the body

part of the actuator comprises a cap located at the other end

of the housing.

11 . An inhaler as claimed in Claim 10 wherein the cap is

fixed with respect to, or lntegrel with, said housing.

12. An inhaler aa claimed in Claim 11 wherein engageable

abutment means are provided between said control means end

said latching part, and resilient engagement Deans are

provided for releasably engaging said control moans with a

part of said cap. during resetting of the actuator.

13 . An inhaler as claimed in cloimed In claim 10 wherein

the cap la movably mounted on the housing, for setting and

resetting the actuator.

14. An inhaler ea claimed in Claim 13 wherein engageable

abutment means ara provided between the cap and said control

aeans end between sold control means and said latching part

for resetting the actuator when the cap is lifted with respect

to the housing.

15. An Inhaler as claimed In Claim 11 which includes e

moveblo portion mounted on the cap and operable to depress an

internal axially movable member within the housing in order to

expose inlet air holas in that member, end to set the

actuator.
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1ft. An actuator for use with a medicament dispensing

device, the actuator being substantially as herein described

with reference to Figures 1 and 2a to 2c; Figures 3a to 3c and

Figure 4; Figures 5a to 5c; Figures 6 end 7a to 7e; and

Figure • and Figures 9a to 9c of the accompanying drawings.

17. An inhaler substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to Figures 1 and 2a to 2c; Figures 3s to 3c and

Figure 4; Figures 5a to 5c; Figures ft and 7a to 7e; and

Figure 5 and Figures 9a to 9c of the accompanying drawings.
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